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For the 11th time this conference - widely recognised as one
of the most important energy events on the Brussels
calendar - brings together all key policy makers, regulators,
top market players and leading lawyers to discuss the major
and hot topics in the energy field.

The Energy Union: a union in diversity | 17
From a political point of view Anne Houtman demonstrates that different energy mixes can be
turned into an advantage if national policies are coordinated and complementarities fully exploited

An impressive line-up of EU Commission officials, legal
advisors, academics and in-house energy company
specialists, will provide unique insights on the latest
evolutions in Energy Security, Integrated Internal Energy
Market, RES and Energy Efficiency and Decarbonisation,
being the four pillars on which the Energy Union
proposal is based.

The creation of a European Energy Union | 24
In their scientific in-depth analysis, Rafael Leal-Arcas and Juan Alemany Rios herald the auspicious design
for a cohesive energy policy that acknowledges the deeper security and climate goals

Enforcement record of the Energy Community | 61

The forthcoming Conference will also give an update on the
results of the Paris Conference on Climate, Recent
conclusions of the council on Energy Diplomacy and the
Commission paper on Energy Governance.

Discussing the case-law of transposition and implementation, Rozeta Karova regrets that the existing
enforcement system is not suitable for achieving the ambitious goals of the Energy Community

If there is only one EU energy event you will attend this year:
this should be it. Make sure you don't miss out on this
opportunity to get completely up to speed with all the latest
European evolutions in just 2 days, and to network with your
peers. Reserve your seat now at the 11th Edition of the EU
Energy Law Conference, or sign up to be kept informed about
event program updates.

Marketing renewable energy and auctioning solar plant
ground: Adequate means to make Germany’s
“Energiewende” cheaper for the end customer? | 76
Philipp Wichter provides first insights into Germany’s two new policy tools and predicts that
household prices will fall because of increased supply, not because of obligatory direct marketing
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Law making
Case law
Book reviews
Country reports
On the scene

State of play and perspectives of the negotiations in the European institutions on pending
and forthcoming legislative proposals
ECJ finds that the German duty on nuclear fuel is compatible with EU law (Kernkraftwerke Lippe-Ems),
clarifies application in time of successive Union law (Globula) and finds that the gas regulation entails
right to effective judicial protection (E.ON Földgáz)
M. Waloszyk, Law and policy of the European gas market
Italy: Court declares Robin Hood tax unconstitutional; Poland: New model for renewable energy
support finally adopted; Slovenia: Developing an investment strategy for energy
Transparency and lobbying
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